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Sleepy Hollow Radio Fundraises!

T-shirts, Long-sleeves, and Sweatshirts!
Please support all the hard work our students have put in all year by purchasing a shirt and a
sweatshirt from a new FUNDRAISER link that now appears on our website at
www.sleepyhollowradio.com. A portion of all sales will go directly into our program and help the
station to move forward and continue to grow in the year to come. The above is an example of
both the front and back, with a QR code that will take anyone who takes a picture, directly to our
station’s website! Plus there are various colors to choose from! I think everyone in your family
will need one! The apparel will remain on sale until May 23rd so help us to reach our goal of
100 sold!
Live Sporting Events Continue!
Michael Rosario and Alyssa Cepin stepped up with their knowledge of sports and went live
several times broadcasting both varsity basketball and football games. The prolific Soccer
Show starring Kevin Aguirre and Aidan Baller continue to put out new episodes every week.
They not only do they break down everything that is happening in the world of soccer, they have
also interviewed 3 active professional players. They have done such a great job, that they have
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been granted full press rights for the NYCFC professional soccer team. They have participated
in press conferences, and have been invited to attend games at Yankee Stadium starting on
May 15th. Congratulations to the team for an amazing season from the studio! Aidan, it is also
worth mentioning, has begun a new sports show called Hockey Talkey. This show also features
teacher Anthony Giuliano…and as you might have guessed, breaks down the NHL.

SHR Gets GRUNGY!
Sounds Like Teen Spirit stars Skylar Flowers and Surround Sound features Frankie Puleo
and Luke Green. Both of these shows feature the hardest and deepest hitting metal, thrash,
grunge, and more! I have to be honest that I normally wouldn’t be listening to most of this music
in my free time, HOWEVER, sitting next to these students while they deliver what they see as
the best of the best, I have to concede I have really liked most of what I have heard. They have
succeeded in opening my mind and expanding my musical horizons!! Check out both these
shows and see what you think!

Luciano’s Lounge & Sam’s Songs
Our two station managers continue to put out amazing shows of their own. If you haven’t
listened to Luciano’s Lounge Vol 2, you must find out when it’s on and tune in. Not only is it an
incredible musical voyage around the world, it’s also very funny, so don’t miss it. Sam, on the
other hand, will take you to school with Sam’s Songs and open your mind to the various worlds
of jazz. I’ve listened to both these shows several times and they don’t seem to get old!

Other News:
Let’s Talk About It with Sandra & Saya have an excellent episode talking about environmental
racism. They also have a pretty cool episode they are working on where they will break down
some music and their political implications. I can’t wait to hear their choices. Penny For Your
Thoughts starred William Hegarty, Ben Poret, and Ilan Meghelli. This show is really about 3
seniors sharing their thoughts and opinions about current events and issues. Excellent show!
Holloriginal Music also produced a second volume hosted by Luciano and once again
featuring the original music of Phoebe Neilsen. There were 2 amazing new recordings as well
as our very first studio live performance. This show is currently still in circulation and it’s not to
be missed!

Coming Soon:
Our newest show in the works will be called Different starring Ari Kotler. While I don’t want to
give anything away for this show in development, it will feature those in our community as well
as those beyond it who have overcome disabilities on their paths towards happiness and
success. You won’t want to miss this one when it comes to our airwaves in the weeks to come.
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Alternate Applications:
Currently, Sleepy Hollow Radio can be heard from 4 different sources. First, our very own
website at www.sleepyhollowradio.com. Second and third, the Simple Radio and Audacy
App. These applications are compatible with Apple CarPlay and makes it more convenient to
listen in your car. Just ‘favorite’ Sleepy Hollow Radio and it’s pretty easy to figure it out from
there. Lastly, we are also now available on a very cool app called Radio Garden. This
application gives you a global view of our station and is very fun to use.
Finally, the entire staff of Sleepy Hollow Radio would like to thank you all, from the bottom of
our hearts, for your continued support and for listening. Have a great Spring everyone!
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